(December 1, 2015) SLEEPING BEAUTY, written & directed
by Catherine Morrison. Join us as we spin the magical tale
of a cursed princess rescued by a tech savvy prince into a
modern musical pantomime featuring everything you have
come to love about our Christmas productions: glittering
costumes, sensational songs, dazzling dance routines, and
tons of audience participation.

Metro Theatre is pleased to present our
Holiday Musical Pantomime, an annual tradition for over 25 years –
SLEEPING BEAUTY on stage December 11, 2015 to January 2, 2016.
Princess Aurora is castle-bound as her parents fear for her safety
due to the terrible curse the Demon has put on her. The Good
Fairy helps but Aurora she still needs a champion (Prince
Charming) when she gets tangled in vines. Nanny Do-Little (the
Dame) works, as little as possible, at the castle. She accidentally
shuts her assistant “Jingles” in the washing machine and shrinks
her! Mischievous fun ensues; a goodie with some gags, a baddie
wanting boos.
The spectacular sets include a washing machine & dryer, an old
wringer washer, a castle, a ballroom, a forest and creeping,
tangled vines. The superb cast of 27 (including a Minion) wearing
90+ costumes, perform a fabulous musical score with
sophisticated choreography that will excite the whole family –
even grandpa wouldn’t dare sleep though a second of it.
Director Catherine Morrison describes the production in this way
“SLEEPING BEAUTY has all the silliness and fun of a Panto and the trill and excitement of a big
musical.”
SLEEPING BEAUTY is written and directed by Catherine Morrison, choreographed by Jordana Jackson
with musical direction by Mackenzie Peters. It is stage managed by Shay Cameron, with photo credits
to Tori Dolmans.
Tickets are $27 Adult, $24 Senior/Student or $17 Children under 12
Tickets can be reserved by calling the Box Office 604 266 7191 or PURCHASE TICKETS
Metro Theatre is a non-profit theatre company, fueled by volunteers, now in our 53rd season of
bringing laughter, intrigue and surprise to live audiences.

